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t’s tempting to think that former US president Donald Trump is a uniquely American phenomenon. But, in SA, we are far
from short of these figures. Former president Jacob Zuma and the late mining magnate
Brett Kebble, for example, share some similarities with “The Donald”. However, for an almost
separated-at-birth similarity, fertiliser baron
Louis Luyt fits the mould not only in attitude
and appearance, but all the way down to his
political aspirations.
Luyt is often remembered as that “rugby legend”, or simply as the beefy fellow who was the
president of the SA Rugby Football Union (Sarfu)
at the time of our greatest hour: when Nelson
Mandela handed the Webb Ellis Cup to Springbok captain Francois Pienaar in 1995, after SA
beat New Zealand in the Rugby World Cup final.
And yet he was far more than that: provincial rugby player, self-made millionaire, apartheid government front man and the founder of a
political party that would merge with the
Democratic Party (DP) to form the DA.
He also had a penchant for lies, self-promotion, corruption and corporate malfeasance, and
a firm belief in his own self-importance.
Luyt, like Trump, always placed his own
overblown and at times petulant ego in front of
everything. The eponymous Luyt Lager is a case
in point. True to form, and like Trump’s selfbranded steaks, casino, and university, Luyt
Lager suffered financial hangovers and brewed a
fallout with his business partner, Anton Rupert.
Before Kebble got there, Luyt — in the 1980s
— launched his own creative award, the Louis
Luyt Prize, following the dictum: “Look after the
writers and the glowing magazine features will
look after themselves.”
Like so many of these men, Luyt was an outsider. Born in Britstown in the Karoo to what
were called armblanke (poor white) parents, he
was never a member of the Broederbond. Journalist Max du Preez once said Luyt had too
many enemies in high places to be accepted as
a member.
But enemies — particularly important ones —
are never a hindrance to such men. Trump,
Zuma and Kebble all managed to rise in some
state of victimhood. And their claims to have
“done it my way” are central to their myths.
Luyt started work, like so many poor Afrikaners of his generation, on the railways. But as
captain of the Free State rugby team, he became
a recognisable figure in Bloemfontein.
He soon became a successful fertiliser salesman, working for Fisons Fertilisers. He was in
many ways the perfect salesman, playing fast
and loose with the truth.
He subsequently bought his own bakkie and
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BETTER NEVER
THAN LUYT
On the rise: Louis Luyt made
his early money in the
fertiliser business, with his
company, Triomf Sunday Times

Louis Luyt — who would have celebrated his birthday this week
— epitomised the morally bankrupt hollow man that’s been
pulling the wool over South Africans’ eyes throughout our history
decided to go it alone. Initially he was cornered out of the market, but after seeking
finance in the US he came back with a bang
in 1965, when Esso Standard Oil Co agreed
to finance half the shares in his company,
Triomf.
Through some serious wheeler-dealing
(and selling 40% of Triomf to farmers’ cooperatives, who would be sure to buy their
own product) Triomf boomed.
Luyt soon became a millionaire celeb,
appearing in the social columns of newspapers and buying a private jet, sports cars and
a huge mansion in Saxonwold (where else?).
In 1973 he won the Sunday Times Businessman of the Year Award. But things
changed after that, when Luyt’s star aligned
with that of another outsider on the rise:
apartheid spin doctor Eschel Rhoodie.
Rhoodie had been corralled into the
bureaucracy at the ministry of information
because he’d figured out how to negate
apartheid’s Achilles heel, the liberal press.
Capture the liberal press, Rhoodie preached,
and the mounting pressure of sanctions and
sporting boycotts would be reduced.
Rhoodie made the fatal error of co-opting
Luyt into his networks, initially using him in
the front called the Committee for Fairness
in Sport, which attempted to subvert sports
boycotts against SA.
But Rhoodie had bigger plans. He thought
Luyt was the perfect person to buy out SA
Associated Newspapers, the proverbial stone

in apartheid’s velskoen. Luyt’s status as a
millionaire with a larger-than-life personality
would front for the government, which was
to be the real buyer.
So in 1975, about R9m (R380m in today’s
terms) was sent to Luyt from a Swiss bank
account.
However, the takeover fell to pieces after
Luyt publicly shot his mouth off and liberal
tycoon Harry Oppenheimer intervened to
stave off the hostile takeover.
With this attempt sunk, Rhoodie fabricated
a plan to set up an English rival to the Rand
Daily Mail newspaper. It would be called The
Citizen, and Luyt would be its owner.
On April 2 1976, Luyt signed an agreement printed on a department of information
letterhead stamped “Top Secret”. With R13m
(about R558m today) now sitting in his Volkskas account, it was agreed that Luyt would
take the money and place it in an interestbearing financial “pool”. He would then dish
it out to the newspaper when required.
But by early 1977 the paper was running
into serious financial headwinds.
In April, Luyt came cap in hand to Rhoodie. In a room in the Joburg Holiday Inn, he
confessed that he had invested the R13m not
in a financial pool, but in his own ailing fertiliser business. He was now finding it “hard
to release” finances for the day-to-day running of the paper.
Understandably, Rhoodie was furious. But
when the argument ratcheted up, Luyt —
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clearly forgetting that he was now R13m
in hock to Rhoodie — shouted: “You don’t
talk to me like that. I hire guys like you, I
don’t work for them.”
Despite the insult, Rhoodie organised
Luyt a further overdraft of R7m (R296m
today).
When what became known as the
Information Scandal unravelled, Rhoodie
and information minister Connie Mulder
were caught with their pants down. Luyt,
it turned out, had given evidence in camera to judge Anton Mostert’s commission
of inquiry into exchange control irregularities and had ratted on Rhoodie.
But as is the nature of these slippery
beasts, nothing stuck to Luyt.
Throughout the scandal, Luyt was
caught lying. For example, he was quoted
in The Star a day before the scandal
broke, saying he had never received any
government money.
When he was asked to pay back the

Political ambitions: Louis Luy shakes president Thabo Mbeki’s hand in parliament in
1999, while former president Nelson Mandela looks on

One of the boys: Louis Luyt shakes James Dalton’s hand. Pictured (from left): Joost
van der Westhuizen, Japie Mulder, Ruben Kruger and Chris Rossouw Nicky de Blois

money, he returned only R9m of the
original R13m.
By the early 1980s Luyt’s once fertile Triomf business was being
washed down the sluices. But he
saved himself by fiddling the system.
His private company, Louis Luyt
Group Investments (LLG), paid R38m
for African Explosives & Chemical
Industries’ 49% stake in Triomf
(Richards Bay). Then he used Triomf to
get a loan from Nedbank worth R44m
to buy the stake LLG had acquired
from the explosives company.
As Terry Crawford-Browne would
testify at the Truth & Reconciliation
Commission, Nedbank had financed
almost 100% of Triomf’s capital. And
when Triomf’s fertiliser bubble blew in
June 1986, it left Nedbank with a
R462m-sized hole in its hull.
Too big to fail, Nedbank was saved
with the help of a sizable lifeboat from
the Reserve Bank.
Shrugging this all off like a hippo
emerging from a swamp, Luyt entered
the world of rugby administration. He
gained control of the Transvaal Rugby
Union and later became president of
Sarfu, riding roughshod over players
and fellow administrators.
It was as Sarfu president that he
would
Luyt was a
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buying a private jet, He followed
sports cars and a
the triumph
huge mansion in
of SA’s 1995
Saxonwold (where
Rugby
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World Cup
win by
insulting and embarrassing the whole
rugby fraternity at the wrap-up dinner, when he said SA would have won
all the world cups to date if the country had not been banned.
As columnist Jon Qwelane put it at
the time: “Luyt’s behaviour at the postmatch dinner explained most eloquently his spectacular rise to the top
of the manure heap.”
But Luyt was not finished. In 1997
sports minister Steve Tshwete
declared that the “administration of
rugby is defective, dictatorial and perhaps even corrupt”.
In return, Luyt accused Mandela of
lying when he established a commission of inquiry into racism in rugby
and the work of Sarfu, and bragged

that he would “hammer” him in court.
In the ensuing legal battle, in which
Mandela was forced to give testimony,
judge William de Villiers found against
Mandela and Tshwete.
De Villiers was lambasted in the
press for stating that Mandela’s “overall demeanour is, to my mind, subject
to material criticism”. When the Constitutional Court overturned the judgment, stating that Mandela had applied
his mind correctly, Luyt’s career in
rugby was effectively over.
But he simply moved from one
swamp to the next — this time into the
world of politics, where he formed the
Federal Alliance.
In the 1999 general election, the
Federal Alliance won 0.54% of the
vote, putting Luyt in parliament as an
MP. When he was subsequently
appointed to the Judicial Service Commission, DP leader Tony Leon questioned whether Luyt was a “fit and
proper person” to be given that
responsibility.
A year later, Luyt’s Federal Alliance
merged with Leon’s DP and the New
National Party, and the DA was born.
In the DA, at least, Luyt seems to
have left something of a legacy.
But much about Luyt himself
remains murky — down to his education. The Federal Alliance website,
for example, said Luyt’s “highest qualifications” were an honorary “PhD in
business administration” and “Drs Jur
(LLD exams successfully completed)”.
In several interviews in the 1970s,
he professed to be studying towards
various degrees at various universities. He claimed in a Huisgenoot feature to have an honorary doctorate
from Columbia Pacific University, a
distance-learning institution in the US
that had lost its licence. In his biography, he said he had received this
through academic pursuits in 1980.
In 1998, when asked in court
whether he did have a doctorate in
law, he said he was “still busy with it”.
To date, there is no clear evidence
that he completed even an undergraduate degree.
Luyt in many ways fouled every
piece of SA public life he touched.
Despite all this — or maybe because of
it — he remains a much-talked-about
public character in our history. x
Blackman is the co-author, with Nick Dall, of
Rogues’ Gallery: An Irreverent History of
Corruption in SA
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